The reversal immune surveillance hypothesis: part II.
The first part of the reversal immune surveillance hypothesis (RISH. I) describes the conceptual framework of the immune system as a homoeostatic mechanism for the control of cell differentiation and replication. The thymic dependent lymphocytes (T-cells) are considered to be tissue specific and identify aberrations in the cell surface pattern (antigens), that represent that particular cell type. The T-cells may then recruit antibody forming B-lymphocytes (B-cells) to produce antibodies (humoral response) to the cell surface antigens in order to return the cell surface pattern to its correct state. The antigens may also be removed from the cell surface as immune complexes by the complement system, which under normal conditions does not cause cell lysis. The cellular arm of the immune system, that of killer cells or activated macrophages are considered to be primarily involved with tissue remodelling. Whether or not the humoral or cellular arm of the immune system is activated depends upon the antigens displayed by the stimulating cell. The proposed system, which is self monitoring, is considered to have evolved from the invertebrates through to the vertebrates to become more complex in the mammals. Therefore the immune system is considered to be based on the identification of self and self-foreignness, rather than on foreignness per se.